
 
 

• The Elite Money Trail Service begins on Saturday 5th October.  

• It will be provided free to Elite Members for an extended period. 

• We are building a Money-Trail APP but for now the qualifying Money-Trail bets for Mel and Syd will be listed 

on a dedicated website page (no email).  

• A link to that page will be included on each Mel/Syd raceday message. 

• The Money-Trail bets will be available about an hour prior to race 1. 

• The bets will be listed with a suggested bet amount between $5 and $20 (assumes a $1,000 bank) 

 
 

Facts and Stats 
  
We have comprehensive Money-Trail data for Melbourne Saturday racing going back years because we publicly 
listed the “Best-Backed” on Facebook starting in 2016. 
  
Every Facebook "Best-Backed” was cross-referenced with Elite Ratings Top-5 rated horses. Any Facebook-listed 
qualifier that did not make the Elite Ratings top-5 cut was eliminated. 
That left more than 1800 Facebook Best Backed that were rated in the Elite Top-5 selections so there was a huge 
base of data to work with to refine this concept. 
  
We have devised a scale which will appear as a bet from $20 down taking into account trainers and other criteria as 
explained in the Money-Trail heads-up newsletter sent out a couple of weeks ago.  
  
 
   

Spreadsheet? 
  
We have produced a spreadsheet for users to analyse the results back to January 2017 to 30th September 2019. We 
won’t be updating after each meeting. If you wish you can easily keep it up to date by saving this spreadsheet and 
adding data as you go along. 
Spreadsheet:   Money-Trail-Melbourne-Master-Members  Excel 
Results Pdf:      Money-Trail-Melbourne-All-Bets 2017-2019  Pdf 
Please don't start unless you have studied the runs of outs, bank draw-downs and the time it can take for new bank 
highs to come along. 
 
You will notice that the Elite-Money-Trail bets range from $5.00 to $20.00 (assuming a $1,000 bank). 
 
 
  

https://eliteracing.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e924ae7c266d205f3be6bd8c8&id=6611cd25e6&e=71b54f31e6
https://eliteracing.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e924ae7c266d205f3be6bd8c8&id=aa796da6c9&e=71b54f31e6


 
  
These stats show consistent 25%-30% profit on turnover returns. That is really good for a relatively high-action plan 
(30+ bets per month in Mel). 
Each year shows about 100% capital gain with no increase in bets as the bank grows. 
We are hopeful that this October will be as good as previous ones.  
 
This look at the results for ranges of bet sizes. (From $5.00 to $20).  



 
   

Sydney 
  
We will be including Money Trail bets for Sydney Saturday races. 
Unlike Melbourne, Sydney has not been tested publicly over a long period. We started trialling the concept in Sydney 
in September and the results have so far have shown very good accuracy especially for the main (top-rated) Money-
Trail horse. 
We will all have to watch and learn but there is no reason the results won’t be in line with Melbourne. 
  
   

Midweek Best-Backed 
  
We intended to provide the Best-Backed runners for one or two midweek meetings each week. This has been put on 
hold until the APP is ready. 
  
   

Summary 
 
This is a strong strategy that has been tested in the public arena over several years. We are following the right money 
from the right stables and then only going in if the horse is Elite-Rated and has passed other criteria. By definition, we 
usually miss out on the top pre-post odds but we have been able to average nearly 30% winners at $4.40 over nearly 
three years. The strike rates increases for the bigger bets and some members who prefer less action may draw a line 
in the sand and reject the less-than $10 bets (or even the less-than $15 bets). That's your call, I have no clear 
recommendation for individuals, all punters are different.  I am sure that once you have studied the printout and 
spreadsheet, you will be able to come to a decision that suits you. 
 
 
  
Regards 
Larry and Richard  
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